
 

Cimatron E11 Torrent

the cimatron 16.5mm diameter electrodes add to the cimatron line of electrodes which are being
offered in a variety of sizes ranging from 14mm to 50mm in diameter. the cimatron 16.5mm

diameter electrodes are available with a 1.8mm, 2.0mm, or 2.2mm diameter hole, as well as a
0.50mm taper for larger hole sizes. electrodes that are between 14mm and 50mm in diameter,

are available in a variety of thicknesses ranging from 0.7mm to 4.0mm. technology factories have
been able to cost effectively manufacture electrodes for their products. cimatron offers these

products in a lightweight and reliable manner. cimatron offers a complete design solution for the
electrodes including the tool makers’ perfect mold. more products for more markets. by

expanding its product line beyond mold and nc programming, and by adding new modules for die
design, cimatron is also adding to its customer base. with these new modules, cimatron is

becoming more than a mold and nc programmer. now it’s also a full-service provider, able to help
customers with the entire tooling process from concept through production. we’re also pleased to
announce the addition of the conformal cooling module to cimatron, which makes it a full, end-to-

end system for tool design. this module is capable of independently designing, creating, and
simulating the cooling of a mold. the conformal cooling module is a valuable resource for

customers seeking efficient cooling to increase productivity and improve mold life. new modules.
we’ve been building tools for our customers since 1982, and we continue to evolve to keep pace
with their needs. in cimatron 15, we’ve added dozens of new products and services. these new
modules, such as the mold design module, improve productivity and reliability, and help you

compete more effectively.
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Cimatron E11 Torrent

easy mold is a user-
friendly tool that

allows you to design,
create, and simulate
your tool without the
need for cad or cam
software. for the first
time, easy mold has
been integrated into
cimatron, giving you
the ability to design,
create, and simulate

your tool with the
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ease of a simple drag
and drop. next
generation nc
programming

capabilities. cimatron
15 takes advantage of

all the latest and
greatest features of

the latest cnc
programming

software. you can
now optimize all your

cnc machine
parameters, including
bed travel, rpm, and
maximum feed rate,
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for optimal
performance, and
then program your
machine using the

first-ever free, online
cloud-based

programming
environment.

cimatron 15 also
offers sophisticated

new 3d visualizations
of your mold. for

example, your mold
can be rotated in

three dimensions to
give you a complete
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picture of the mold
and allow you to view

the mold from any
angle, including the
inside of the mold.
improved cad/cam

functionality.
cimatron 15 brings an
even higher level of

cad/cam functionality.
you can now create

and modify
wireframes for your
mold, and you can
also create a new,

completely separate
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wireframe from your
mold. this new

feature also allows
you to easily create

electrostatic
discharge (esd) zones
to protect your mold

from tooling
problems. cimatron
15 delivers benefits

for all types of
customers. the new
tool design module
for mold design and
conformal cooling for

mold cooling are
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great examples of the
variety of

improvements offered
by cimatron 15. this
latest release helps
you to dramatically

increase productivity
and improve mold
life. 5ec8ef588b
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